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Executive summary 
 

 
Work package 2 focuses on the investigation and provision of relevant data for the ideas 
and pilots in the project ROADIDEA. WP2 is separated into five sub-tasks. After analysing 
available and needed data with the preceding tasks, the described sub-task 2.4 is focus-
ing on the definition of a model for data handling and exchange between data providers, 
service providers, and a central data platform. In this context ‘model’ means the combi-
nation of a technical platform, data handling and exchange strategies and – last but not 
least – a common data format. The definition of the data format was to be achieved with 
this reported task, while the other efforts will be considered during the subsequent task 
2.5 on the implementation of the data mediation architecture.  
 
The main objective of the format deployment was the coverage for all project relevant 
data for both the pilots and the ideas with only one common data format. In order to 
develop a best fitting format, an analysis of all known data sources were made with spe-
cial respect to the describing elements. In the report these elements are called ‘descrip-
tors’. They identify rows and columns, contents, fields, metrics, codices, and many more 
– information necessary to understand the data sets. On the other hand the data needs 
for the previous proposed project ideas were taken into consideration. Some of the ideas 
even requires data which are not yet available or nor existing. In order to enable a 
common data format to consider future or unknown availability aspects too, this was re-
ally challenging the format definition. However, while defining the XML format, following 
the project objectives the focus was on weather related data and traffic related data.  
 
After listing all data sets and describing them in terms of data set formats, the ROADI-
DEA XML format design was made, which also included a structured analysis of the ne-
cessary parameters. The format aims to group similar kind of data and to find links be-
tween the common parameters from the different sources. Finally, the format is able  to 
cover all known and expected ROADIDEA data sets. For every data set parameters are 
specified for the XML format to cover all conceivable possibilities.  
 
The main focus for this report is the relation between the pilot intended data sources 
and the format. Special attention has been paid regarding the practical pilots: Merging of 
traffic and weather data within the Gothenburg pilot and the utilisation of innovative fric-
tion measuring devices within the Finnish friction pilot. Samples of all available data 
sources for the pilots are presented with respect to the intention of finding necessary 
elements for a standardised ROADIDEA XML format.  
 
This report also gives two practical examples of describing data sets for the Gothenburg 
pilot with the defined ROADIDEA XML format.  
 
With the ROADIDEA XML data schema a descriptive data format has been designed, 
which suits best the underlying project demands. A couple of existing formats and 
schemes have been analysed. But, no existing format was suitable for the ROADIDEA 
approach without applying major changes and adaptations. Nevertheless, some schemes 
such as Dublin Core (DC) and Geography Markup Language (GML) have been used part-
ly. However, it was decided to create ‘another’ proprietary and problem oriented XML 
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schema. Time will tell, whether this XML schema will be used for other traffic and weath-
er data related projects or initiatives.  
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1. Introduction 
 
With the preceding WP2 tasks a reliable project data basis was obtained, on which fur-
ther service and pilot developments and data related activities of other work packages 
were founded. Available and necessary data sources were investigated and described in 
task2.1, project ideas and pilots were analysed concerning their data needs with task2.2, 
and both necessary and already applied data investigation and aggregation steps refining 
raw data towards an application-related aggregation level were described with task2.3. 
Related deliverables can be found at http://www.ROADIDEA.eu/documents/default.aspx 
publicly.   
 
The objective of the task 2.4 was the definition of an internal data format, which is to be 
applied within the data mediation architecture. (The implementation of the data media-
tion architecture is in consideration and will be reported with the last WP2 report D2.5.) 
Since ROADIDEA is considering raw and aggregated data from very different kinds 
(weather data, traffic observations, etc.), it is very important to find a data ‘language’ 
the entire ROADIDEA system speaks internally when it comes to data related traffic. On 
the other hand data sets stored in the ROADIDEA systems have to be comparable. Both 
an easy to understand internal language and a comparability of all available data can be 
obtained with a common data format, which is tailor-made for the ROADIDEA purpose. 
The definition of such a format is an important prerequisite for the implementation of the 
data mediation in task 2.5. Data requests from service providers will be translated, exe-
cuted and answered by the mediator. Access layers will be responsible for the translation 
of requests into the internal ‘language’. 
 
The common ROADIDEA data format is described with this report in chapter 3.2. This 
format is able to store all necessary describing (META) elements in only one XML 
scheme. That means that a thorough analysis of all applied, given, and – for an ad-
vanced ROADIDEA purpose – expected data sets took place. The outcome of this analy-
sis was a set of META elements - so called descriptors. These descriptors were taken into 
account for the generation of an XML schema. The intention was to create a ROADIDEA 
data format as reliable as possible on one hand, but able to be adjusted to new data 
sources very easily on the other hand. It has to be presumed, that with the second inno-
vation seminar, which took place in May 2009 and from which results can be expected 
not until mid of 2009, new generated ideas and innovation could cause new data needs. 
That fact was challenging, while thinking about an ‘internal language’ for the ROADIDEA 
data model.  
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2. Input data: Pilot formats 
 
In order to define a common data format, which has to be able to describe all project 
relevant data sets, it is necessary to know all descriptors for the underlying data sets. 
Thus, this chapter analyses the data formats for those data sets that are utilised within 
the ROADIDEA pilot implementations. Here, it has to be distinguished between the prac-
tical and the theoretical pilots. While the descriptors for applied data for the two practical 
pilots (Gothenburg and Pulp Friction) and partly for the theoretical fog pilot are well 
known, for the theoretical Hamburg port pilot only an assumption can be made concern-
ing the implemented data sets.  
 
The following sub-chapters describe the data formats for the practical pilots explicitly and 
give an overview of data sources that are likely to be utilised within the theoretical pilots.  
Concerning the bunch of ideas which are described at the idea wikis at 
http://www.ROADIDEA.eu/community/wikis/Innovations/Home.aspx it can be assumed, 
that the set of descriptors for the pilot data comprises those for the ideas as well.  
 

 2.1 Gothenburg pilot data sources  
 
In order to prove the idea, historical data has been used during the early pilot implemen-
tation period. All dataset for the Gothenburg pilot are available as historical data samples 
for the period 2007-10-01 to 2008-03-31. Nevertheless, for the utilisation for service 
provision as a project pilot actual data for the Gothenburg area is used. 

2.1.1 Traffic observation 
 
Description 
 
The Gothenburg area contains about 250 sensors to monitor the actual traffic flow on 
the roads regarding speed and traffic flow. ROADIDEA does not focus on the technique 
behind; its focus is on the usable information. The information from traffic information 
will be used to analyse the impact from the weather via specific sources. 
 
Samples 
 
Table 1 shows a selection of historical data from the Swedish road administration. The 
data is created with equipment that measures and calculate the given information. This 
data sample is oriented horizontally, which means that one row represents one traffic 
observation measurement. 
 

detectorId timeStamp flow speed occupancy noVehicles headway 

971 
2007-11-01 
00:00:15.000 60 102 0,38 1 26

971 
2007-11-01 
00:01:15.000 180 100 1,17 3 26

971 
2007-11-01 
00:02:15.000 180 92 1,27 3 19
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971 
2007-11-01 
00:03:18.000 60 116 0,34 1 26

… … … … … … …
Table 1 

2.1.2 Road weather 
 
Description 
 
The Swedish road administration has about 700 road weather stations in 
the whole country. These stations are measuring valuable information for 
road traffic regarding temperature, wind, precipitation and so on. New 
measurements from the road weather station are collected every 30 min-
utes.  
 
Samples 
 
Table 2 shows an example from the road weather data. For the sake of clearness it is 
oriented vertically. That means that one column represents one road weather measure-
ment.  
 
VvisMeasureId 3894478 3894313 3894312 … 
mpointno 216 226 226 … 
mpointname Älta Rotebro Rotebro … 
MeasureTime 2008.01.06 

10:00 
2008.01.06 
10:03 

2008.01.06 
10:02 

… 

SurfTemp1 -1,7000 -0,7000 -0,7000 … 
AirTemp1 0,0000 -0,9000 -0,9000 … 
AirHumid1 94,4000 92,2000 92,2000 … 
AirDewPoint1 -1,7000 -1,9000 -1,9000 … 
WindSpeed10 2,3000 3,1000 3,0000 … 
WindSpeedMax3 6,6000 7,0000 7,0000 … 
WindDir10 124,0000 136,0000 138,0000 … 
WindSpeedMax10 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 … 
WindSpeedAvg3 3,0000 2,2000 3,1000 … 
WindSpeedStdAvg10 1,4000 1,0000 1,1000 … 
PrecSize10 8 9 9 … 
PrecSize30 9 10 11 … 
PrecIntens10 396 673 689 … 
PrecIntens30 1681 1991 1993 … 
precType10 4 4 4 … 
precType30 4 4 4 … 
precAmount10 1,0000 2,0000 2,0000 … 
precAmount30 4,0000 5,0000 5,0000 … 

Table 2 
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2.1.3 Slippery road observations from cars 
 
Description 
 
To provide the Swedish road administration with improved quality of the 
road condition, the research project SRIS Slippery Road Information Sys-
tem (http://www.sris.nu/) was founded in a cooperation between the 
Swedish road administration and a couple of private companies.  
 
The idea is that data from existing sensors in vehicles about the road condi-
tion (ESP, ABS) and other useful information (temperature, windshield wipers 
) is transferred from vehicles to a central database and then combined with weather 
data, resulting in an improved and increased information about the road conditions. SRIS 
went through a field-test 2007/2008 with 100 cars. The stored data contains both meas-
urements regarding temperature etc, but also events where the cars have detected 
event of slipperiness on the road and where it was.  
 
The SRIS-data consist of two different types of data: 

• Background data 
• Event data 

 
Background data is reported regularly from the vehicles to get an overview of the po-
sitions of the vehicles but also other useful information such as temperature. 
 
Event data is when a signal from the safety system in the vehicles has been created 
and reported to the central database. 
 
Samples background data 
 
Table 3 shows some examples from the SRIS background data measurements. For the 
sake of clearness it is oriented vertically. That means that one column represents one 
measurement.  
 
ReportTime 20.01.2007 

11:02:26 PM 
20.01.2007 
11:01:56 PM 

20.01.2007 
11:01:26 PM 

… 

OutsideAirTemp 5,100002289 4,700000763 5,100002289 … 
Pressure 97 97 97 … 
FogLight FALSE FALSE FALSE … 
WiperRequests 0 0 0 … 
WindshieldClean 0 0 0 … 
SunshineSensor 16 16 16 … 
FuelConsumption 0 0 0 … 
NumberOfBreaks 1 0 0 … 
RegistrationNumber SRIS SRIS SRIS … 
ExternalKey 50435 50435 50435 … 
Course 143 162,3000031 174,1000061 … 
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Speed 77,59999847 85 93,80000305 … 
Latitude 58,31734085 58,32244492 58,32918167 … 
Longitude 12,30582047 12,30051899 12,29796505 … 
Direction 1 2 2 … 
RoadNumber    … 
GpsFix    … 
SegmentSectionNumber 450100005 450100006 450100007 … 
CreateTime 20.01.2007 

10:47:48 PM 
20.01.2007 
10:47:18 PM 

20.01.2007 
10:46:48 PM 

… 

Table 3 

 
Samples of event data 
 
Table 4 shows an example from the SRIS event data. For the sake of clearness it is ori-
ented vertically. That means that one column represents one measurement. 
 
ReportNumber 430 6 6 893 … 
ReportTime 20.01.2007 

3:59:35 PM 
20.01.2007 
3:57:30 PM 

20.01.2007 
3:46:13 PM 

20.01.2007 
3:36:02 PM 

… 

DynLongAcc 0 0 0 0 … 
DynLatAcc 0 0 0 0 … 
WheelSpeedDelta 0 0 0 0 … 
WheelAngVelDiff 0 0 0 0 … 
WheelAngVelFL 65,1875 0 0 61,0625 … 
WheelAngVelFR 70,875 0 0 67,8125 … 
WheelAngVelRL 64,25 0 0 60,0625 … 
WheelAngVelRR 64,3125 0 0 59,75 … 
BreakPedalPressure 0 0 0 0 … 
EngineTorqueActual 176 160 149 246 … 
EngineTorqueRequested 152 165 148 264 … 
EngineTorqueMean 0 160 149 0 … 
Abs FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE … 
Tc TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE … 
Sc FALSE TRUE TRUE FALSE … 
Ayc FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE … 
Eba FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE … 
KeyOut FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE … 
Vdc FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE … 
RegistrationNumber SRIS SRIS SRIS SRIS … 
ExternalKey 50435 46702739885 4670273988

5 
50432 … 

Course 174,6000061 337 337 169,8000031 … 
Speed 64,20000458 81,5 74,25 0 … 
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Latitude 57,82384491 57,54816667 57,5481666
7 

58,09767151 … 

Longitude 12,01418495 12,53243333 12,5324333
3 

12,15283775 … 

Direction 1 2 2 2 … 
RoadNumber     … 
GpsFix     … 
SegmentSectionNumber 450030012 1560050021 1560050021 450050015 … 
CreateTime 20.01.2007 

3:44:56 PM 
20.01.2007 
4:24:27 PM 

20.01.2007 
4:24:27 PM 

20.01.2007 
3:22:15 PM 

… 

Table 4 

 

2.1.4 Airport weather observations – METAR 
 
Description 
 
The airport observation is called METAR – METtrological Airport Re-
port and is a global standard since 1968. The unique with this data-
set it that is free due to safety regulations, very reliable due to its 
manually created at every airport but it needs translation. From the Swedish weather 
service for air (LFV), we have unlimited access to approximate 45 places in Sweden and 
250 in west Europe. METAR contains many valuable parameters, even visibility and sort 
of precipitation is reported. New observations are created every 30 minutes, the same 
time over the world. Both historical and real time METAR is available.  
 
The format is text based to fit a single raw, it is also needed to translate this format to 
sort out the different parameters and translate to numeric values. 
 
Sample from Göteborg City Airport – ESGP 
 
The original format is shown in Table 5. The format was created to fit in a single raw in 
the 1960. Pilots and other persons related to aviation can read this format very well. But 
to be able to use the information together with other sources, some kind of transforma-
tion is needed.  
 
METAR data 
 

080301 METAR esgp 010020z 16020kt 3700 –ra few007 bkn011 bkn014 02/01 q0975 
080301 METAR esgp 010105z 16017kt 3100 –rasn bkn008 bkn010 ovc015 02/01 q0972 
080301 METAR esgp 010209z 14012kt 4300 –sn sct005 bkn007 bkn012 00/m00 q0969 

… … 
Table 5 

Decoded data 
 
Selections of parameters from METAR have been prioritized to use. A decoder has been 
programmed to separate and structure these values to a similar format as data from all 
of the other sources. The decoder also converts aviation related units to more common 
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usage for ground usage. For example convert knots to m/s, feet to meter etc. The cur-
rently and in METAR well given precipitation is given a specific number.  
 
Parameters in following:  

1. Date and Time (UTC) yyyymmddhhmm (200808081520) 
2. Temperature  
3. Dew point 
4. Visability (m) 
5. Wind speed (m/s) 
6. Wind gust (m/s) 
7. Wind gust, Yes/No 
8. Wind direction (degrees), variation dir. , -99 
9. Sort of atmospheric precipitation 
10. Few clouds? If yes, altitude in m 
11. Scattered clouds? If yes, altitude in m 
12. Broken clouds? If yes, altitude in m 
13. Sky overcast with clouds? If yes, altitude in m 
14. Fog (yes/no) 
15. Mist (yes/no) 
16. Air pressure (Mb, QNH) 
17. Observation type, 0=Manual, 1=Auto 

 

Translated METAR sample 
 
Table 6 shows an example how the original METAR code has been converted to a more 
computer suitable format. This is the same data as on the original text sample before. 
For the sake of clearness it is oriented vertically. That means that one column represents 
one translated METAR entry. 
 
Date and Time, UTC 
(yyyymmddhhmm) 

200803010020 200803010105 200803010209 … 

Temperature C° 2 2 0 … 

Dewpoint C° 1 1 0 … 

Visibility (m)  3700 3100 4300 … 

Wind speed (m/s) 10.3 8.7 6.2 … 

Wind Gust m/s 10.3 8.7 6.2 … 

Wind gust (yes/no) 0 0 0 … 

Wind direction (deg.) 160 160 140 … 

Define type of precipi-
tation 

2 2 10 … 

Few clouds on… (m) 213 0 0 … 

Scattered clouds on… 
(m) 

0 0 152 … 

Broken clouds… (m) 335 244 213 … 

Overcast clouds…(m) 0 457 0 … 
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Fog (yes/no) 0 0 0 … 

Mist (yes/no) 0 0 0 … 

Air pressure (QNH, 
hpa) 

0975 0972 0969 … 

Observation type 
(0=manual, 1=auto) 

0 0 0 … 

Table 6 

 

 2.2 Friction pilot data sources  
 

2.2.1 Road weather 
 
Description 
 
Compared with the Swedish road weather stations, some of stations in Finland also have 
advanced cameras to make optical measurement on the road. Information can be pro-
vided regarding type of layer on the road, for example if its snow or ice, but also how 
thick it is. The information also gives a value of friction so the actual road condition could 
be determined. 
 
Sample 
 
Table 7 shows some examples from the SRIS background data measurements. For the 
sake of clearness it is oriented vertically. That means that one column represents one 
measurement.  
 
Date 01.02.2009 01.02.2009 01.02.2009 
Time (local time) 00:03 00:13 00:23 
Air temperature -19.80 -19.70 -19.60 
Surface temperature (devide1) -17.00 -16.90 -16.70 
Dew point temperature -21.50 -21.40 -21.20 
Average wind speed 0.00 0.30 0.00 
Maximum wind speed 0.30 0.90 0.30 
Average wind direction L?si-Luode 

(304) 
Luode (318) Etel?Kaakko (160) 

Relatively humidity 87.00 87.00 87.00 
Rain pouta pouta pouta 
Rain intensity 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Cumulative rain 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Form of precipitation pouta pouta pouta 
Visibility (km) 2.00 2.00 2.00 
State of the road1 kuiva kuiva kuiva 
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Warning1(status1) OK OK OK 
Sun above horizontal level? (Angle 
> 0°) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 

Daylight? (Angle > -6°) 0.00 0.00 0.00 
State of the road(based on DSC111) 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Warning (based on DCS111) 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Friction (DSC111) 0.82 0.82 0.82 
Water storage (DSC111) 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Snow storage (DSC111) 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Ice storage (DSC111) 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Status3 (DSC111) 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Friction (DSC111) 0.82 0.82 0.82 

Table 7 

2.2.2 Friction measurements with vehicles 
 
Description 
 
To increase the measuring area, a similar camera as on the road weather stations was 
mounted on a car. While driving this equipped car, actual road condition is logged and 
connected to the measured location with position from a GPS. This method gives an ex-
act measurements but it’s quite expensive.  
 
Sample 
 
Table 8 shows some examples from the friction measurements with vehicles. For the 
sake of clearness it is oriented vertically. That means that one column represents one 
measurement.  
 
waterlayer 0 0 0 
icelayer 0,06 0,06 0,06 
friction 0,1 0,1 0,1 
id 40545 40546 40547 
route_id 38 38 38 
snowlayer 1,06 1,06 1,06 
time 1236182963 1236182967 1236182968 
surface_temperature -3,4 -3,4 -3,4 
status 6 6 6 
warning 2 2 2 
distance 0,02379306 0,1753934 0,20626007 
lens_contamination 0,73 0,73 0,73 
longitude 26,709025 26,7090556 26,7090611 
latitude 60,8682056 60,8682083 60,8682083 
dsc_message  6, 2, 0.10, 0.00, 0.06, 

1.06, 0.1287, 0.3399, 
 6, 2, 0.10, 0.00, 0.06, 
1.06, 0.1306, 0.3392, 

 6, 2, 0.10, 0.00, 0.06, 
1.06, 0.1309, 0.3391, 
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0.6387,3966.30,2975.6
6, 451.01, 0.73,  -3.4,  
-3.7,  -4.5 

0.6402,3982.96,2975.6
7, 451.01, 0.73,  -3.4,  
-3.7,  -4.5 

0.6400,3982.98,2974.
23, 450.86, 0.73,  -
3.4,  -3.7,  -4.5 

gps_message 160912.000,A,6052.05
54,N,02642.3249,E,0.0
8,358.40,030309,,*0E 

160916.000,A,6052.05
55,N,02642.3260,E,0.0
9,1.91,030309,,*02 

160917.000,A,6052.05
55,N,02642.3262,E,0.
06,12.41,030309,,*31

roadstatus 0 0 0 
Table 8 

2.2.3 Other useful information 
 
The main data sources for the friction pilot are weather measurements by stations or 
equipment on a vehicle. One other useful data source could also be to have information 
from road maintenance companies such as salting trucks regarding performed activities 
on the roads. But unfortunately, a system for this kind of information does not exist and 
therefore it is not possible to be taken into account within the consideration of friction 
pilot data sources.  
 
 

 2.3 Known data from theoretical pilot  
 

2.3.1 FOG pilot data sources 
 

The core of FOG Pilot is a monitoring system of the FOG condition in the Veneto Plain. 
The geographical monitoring of FOG and low visibility conditions is generally incomplete 
and is impossible to obtain it from the information available at present (meteo ground 
stations, human observations ...). A reliable mapping of the area interested by reduction 
in ground visibility is actually unavailable in Italy, as for many other areas interested by 
fog. 

 
The FOG Pilot of ARPAV is aimed to test a method for real-time fog monitoring, combin-
ing Satellite observations and ground data from visibility meters. 

 
The final output is a map of the probability of fog and dense fog presence. The output 
will be destined to the traffic control structures, transport companies, private drivers, and 
will also represent an innovative resource for the meteorological models verification to 
refine the forecasting of reduction of visibility. 

 
Ground visibility monitoring 

 
Description 

 
A network of 10 visibility meters has been installed in the station of the network of AR-
PAV. The plain area of Veneto is an around 50x100 km wide rectangle, so each visibility 
meters covers meanly a square of 22x22 km. The instruments give a real time estimation 
of visibility each hour; everyday around 6 UTC the data of the previous day, with a time 
step of 5 minutes, are recorded in the Database. For the FOG Pilot the 1-hour data take 
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part of the real-time mapping of reduced visibility at the ground, while the archive data 
are useful for the simulations and validation of the Pilot output. 

 
Samples 

 
The data of the visibility meters are recorded with a radio system, and take part of the 
set of around 250 ground station, with more than 1500 instruments, that represent the 
instrumental network of ARPAV. A sample of recorded data is reported in Table 9. The 
table reports the data of 4 stations for a night with a moderate reduction of visibility (to 
around 4 km). 
 

 
Sorga –  
visibility 

Villafranca – visi-
bility 

Pradon Porto – 
visibility 

Montegalda - 
visibility 

DataOra m M M m 
13/05/2009 
2.00 13194 16666 16666 4902 
13/05/2009 
2.05 13194 16666 16666 4783 
13/05/2009 
2.10 11772 16666 16666 5106 

… … … … … 
Table 9 

Other meteorological information 
 

The visibility estimation by visibility meters is recorded each hour, together with instru-
mental reports of other meteorological parameters such as temperature and solar radia-
tion. All these parameters take part in the process of ground visibility estima-
tion/extrapolation in the Pilot area. Table 10 reports a sample of the real time data, used 
in the Fog Pilot system. 

 
File “RI_200905201500.txt”, 20 may 2009, 15.00 UTC 

CODSTAZ;QUOTA;LON;LAT;TEMP;RH;RAD;PREC_DIFF_1H;VIS 
3;1645;11.87637;46.49926;18.6;40;1.09;0;---; 
9;1008;11.99027;46.43977;23.7;39;.87;0;---; 
11;1475;11.9051;46.42785;18.3;---;---;0;---; 
…; …; …; …; …; …; …; …; …; …; …;  
 

Table 10 

This table reports meteorological data from a selected group of ground stations, called 
each hour. The fields are: 

• CODSTAZ, station code 
• QUOTA, the altitude of station in meters on sea level 
• LON, longitude (degree, as float) 
• LAT, latitude (degree, as float) 
• TEMP, temperature in centigrade scale 
• RH, relative humidity (%) 
• RAD, solar incoming radiation, in watt/square meter 
• PREC_DIFF_1H, precipitation during the last hour 
• VIS, visibility in meters (for the 10 stations with visibility meter) 
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Satellite imagery 
 

Description 
 
The areal individuation of area potentially interested by ground visibility reduction is ob-
tained by meteorological satellite images. The pilot is applied to a region in relatively low 
latitude (44 to 46 N); the information provided by the MSG geostationary system is a 
good starting point for given aims. The high frequency of data acquisition (15 minutes) 
allows monitoring rapid changes in the present situation. 
 
Data 
 
The original data are images files in a specific format, that present the original projection 
of the satellite observation point. The data are converted, calibrated and the coordinates 
changed by the software. The software output also grib binary format of images, a popu-
lar format in meteorological applications. A large set of outputs is available: 
 

• Global image (channel set Figure 1) 
 

 
Figure 1: Global Fog Image 

• Specific projection (channel set Figure 2) 
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Figure 2: Specific projection 

 
• RGB elaboration of images from different channels (Figure 3) 

 

 
Figure 3:RGB elaboration 

 
SAFNWC and Meteorological Models 

 
Description 

 
The information, as the satellite gives, is not directly useful for the fog discrimination. 
Wide efforts in the field of cloud type analysis were made in the meteorological back-
ground during last 20 years. A set of analysis methods are produced and tested, and the 
RGB analysis and “Nowcasting Satellite Application Facilities” software represent two im-
portant starting point in that field. 
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Data 

 
In Figure 4 it is possible to see a patch of fog/low clouds by Cloud Type product. 

 
Figure 4: Map of Cloud Type 

 

2.3.2 Hamburg port pilot data sources 
 
The negotiations with the Hamburg port authorities (HPA) are currently in a very early 
state. First contacts are established; and a pilot and data related meeting with the HPA is 
scheduled for the near future.  
 
With the WP6 report D6.1 on pilot specification [ROADIDEA 2009] the following data 
sources were identified to be taken into account for the Hamburg port pilot: 

• Traffic volumes in general in the Port 
• Lorry volumes  
• Ship arrivals and departures 
• Container Handling Times 
• Container Throughput of a Terminal 
• Number of containers delivered 
• Number of containers sent 

 
The only data source, which should have been considered with this report, is ‘traffic vol-
ume in general in the port’. Even though the format of this data source is unknown, it 
can be assumed that traffic volumes for the port of Hamburg are formatted similar to 
those, which are described in the chapters above.  
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All other information concerns port logistics. It was not planned to take those kinds of 
data into account for the definition of a ROADIDEA data handling format. Port logistics 
are too complex than to be described ‘by the way’ in a data oriented model. In order to 
implement a Hamburg port pilot the challenge is to combine a data model for traffic and 
weather on one hand with a logistic model for container and lorry transportation in the 
port and in the surrounding road network on the other hand.  

2.4 Related data  
 

2.4.1 Floating Car Data (FCD) 
 
Description 
 

 
Figure 5:Taxi-FCD system architecture 

 
For some European cities FCD from taxi fleets is available. Figure 5: shows the underly-
ing Taxi-FCD system architecture. The GPS-equipped taxis send their position and status 
periodically to the head office for disposition purposes. The data become worthless for 
taxi dispatch after the end of the trip. After parsing and transformation to a proprietary 
and xml-based FCD-format (see Figure 6: FCD set sample) the data is stored in an inter-
nal database. Several project related processing applications (map matching, travel time 
estimation, other services) are accessing the FCD-server.  
 
Sample 
 
Figure 6: FCD set sample shows an XML based FCD example. As it is taken from a 
German FCD project, the XML fields are in German language. This sample has to be con-
sidered as one message the car sends to a central instance. The sample rate varies be-
tween 5 seconds and 1 minute.   

Taxi head quar-
ter 

Digital  
radio 

 communi-

GPS GPS 

FCD-Server 
Data processing 

Service Provider 
Data utilization 

GPRS, 
SMS, 

RDS-TMC, 
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<RESULT> 
  <ERROR> 
    <ID>0</ID> 
  <ERROR> 
  <PARAMETER> 
    <GPSFAHRSTATISTIK> 
      <FAHRT> 
        <ID>5969930</ID> 
        <STATUS>70</STATUS> 
        <ZEITPUNKT>27.11.2006 17:09:03</ZEITPUNKT> 
        <SEKUNDEN>18</SEKUNDEN> 
        <SOLLZEIT>160</SOLLZEIT> 
        <ABFAHRT> 
          <X>13.4584004720</X> 
          <Y>52.4583984375</Y> 
        </ABFAHRT> 
        <ZIEL> 
          <X>13.4558329264</X> 
          <Y>52.4614827474</Y> 
        </ZIEL> 
        <FAHRZIEL> 
          <X>0.0000000000</X> 
          <Y>0.0000000000</Y> 
        </FAHRZIEL> 
      </FAHRT> 
      <FAHRT> 
      ... 
      </FAHRT> 
    </GPSFAHRSTATISTIK> 
  </PARAMETER> 
</RESULT> 
 
Figure 6: FCD set sample 

 
Table 11 shows a text based data sample from a FCD fleet from Athens/Greece.  
 
traTrackID traVehicleID traSpeed traDirection traDate traReceived posX posY 

5733888 10 1 30 
13.03.2007 
08:06 

13.03.2007 
08:07 457280 4213710

5733889 10 5 68 
13.03.2007 
08:07 

13.03.2007 
08:07 457300 4213760

5733942 10 1 258 
13.03.2007 
08:07 

13.03.2007 
08:08 457310 4213750

5734187 10 0 0 
13.03.2007 
08:08 

13.03.2007 
08:13 457310 4213750

5734188 10 3 96 
13.03.2007 
08:12 

13.03.2007 
08:13 457290 4213760

5734670 10 0 0 
13.03.2007 
08:12 

13.03.2007 
08:21 457290 4213760

5734671 10 11 314 
13.03.2007 
08:20 

13.03.2007 
08:21 457350 4213820

5734817 10 0 0 
13.03.2007 
08:20 

13.03.2007 
08:23 457340 4213820

Table 11 
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2.4.2 BMW xFCD 
 
Description 
 
A very extensive format is the BMW XFCD format. It covers not only common FCD data 
but also a lot of vehicle information like the status of rain sensors, fog lights, the ABS 
and so on. BMW uses this data for onboard (in the car) applications and off-board (off 
the car) processing and evaluation. Figure 7: BMW XFCD gives a comprehensive over-
view of the information XFCD is able to capture. The figure also shows the off-board 
processing and state detection BMW does with XFCD.  
 

 
Figure 7: BMW XFCD 

 
Sample 
 
No data sample available. 
 

2.4.3 Cell-based Tracking Data 
 
Description 
 
Cell phones can also be used as FCD sources. There are different research projects and 
commercial products dealing with cell based tracking data. The cell phone is used to de-
termine the position and as a service agent. The systems are running on established 
communication networks (e.g., GPRS, UMTS) and need also information similar to FCD 
(e.g., timestamp, position, ID) – but strongly dependent on the application constraints. 
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Some services use special GPS modules to get the GPS position of the cell phone. Other 
products use the communication cells to determine the position of the agent.   
 
Sample 
 
No data sample available. 
 

 2.5 Summary  
 
Virhe. Viitteen lähdettä ei löytynyt., Table 14, and Table 14  show a selection of 
available information and a set of descriptors as a condensed result of the data format 
consideration of chapter 2. Taken into account all applied, known, and expected data 
sources relevant for the project context, the ROADIDEA data format has to comprise the 
mentioned fields at least.  
 
General information  
 

• Position • Time 

• Device • ID 

• Responsible project partner • Duration 
Table 12 

 
Weather information  
 

• Wind information • Temperature 

• Visibility • Dew point 

• Fog data • Precipitation 

• Satellite data • Cloud condition 

• Snow condition • Detailed forecasts 

• Images • … 
Table 13 

 
Traffic related information 
 

• Traffic measurements from infra-
structure • FCD (Floating car data) 

• xFCD (extended FCD) • Friction measurements from vehicles

• CAN-bus data • Event of slipperiness measurements 
by cars 

• Radar observations • Mobile phone FCD 

• Traffic counting’s • … 

Table 14 
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These fields are mostly divided into further sub-descriptors (see chapter 3.2). This allows 
a very detailed description of given data set features. On the other hand it allows for in-
stance very specific data base queries. That is very important for the data mediation ap-
proach to be followed in task 2.5 of work package 2.  
 
The following example represents a very simple visualization of the approach. The idea 
of combining data from different sources has been used within Gothenburg pilot deploy-
ment. In order to fill data gaps and to improve data quality and reliability weather data 
for the same region in Gothenburg has been compared just taken into account three 
fields of the above mentioned set of descriptors: position, time, and temperature. Fig-
ure 8 shows the result of a very simple data base query: temperature measurements in 
a specified area of Gothenburg with data from different sources: 
 

• Vehicles (green) 
• Road weather station (blue) 
• Airport weather (pink) 

 
 

 
Figure 8: Merging weather (temperature) measurements from different sources.  

Period 2007-11-20 to 2007-12-15  

 
The example visualises the possibility to combine information from different sources at 
the same time. The main purpose for this kind of idea is to not be reliant on a single 
data source. But most important with this example is to show that it is possible to get 
the same information independent of witch data source that has been used. This kind of 
philosophy can make it possible to overbuild gaps in the information chains to get a 
greater coverage of the same information independent of from witch source it comes 
from.  
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3. Format description 
 
While taking into account both needed and expected data is described in chapter 2. This 
chapter first tries to give an overview of existing data formats or standards, which are 
likely to be applicable for the given purpose.  
 
Chapter 3.2 describes the ROADIDEA data format, which will be utilised within the data 
mediation architecture.  
 

 3.1 Existing formats for traffic and weather  
 
Within the field of transport research there has been a wide range of activities, projects 
and initiatives addressing application or area-specific needs, from ITS to survey informa-
tion (Wigan et al 2004). The recognition that formal metadata is essential to enable co-
ordination between data gatherers and users was slow to emerge [Wigan, 2001]. 
 
Further efforts have been made (usually via metadata initiatives such as the UK National 
Data Framework [Landshoff, P., and Polak, J (2008)] to define a common data format, 
or middleware approach able to describe all kinds of transport data on one hand and to 
be applied for service oriented research projects on the other hand. NTDF is an example 
of middleware for data while GTF is one for the next level of complexity addressing data 
and structural interchange of transport and traffic model processes. 
 
The same is valid for the field of road weather data, where a higher degree of standardi-
sation may be assumed due to the fact, that the criteria to describe weather are less 
manifold than those to describe all kinds of traffic. ROADIDEA aims at the utilisation – 
WP2 aims at the description of both traffic and weather data. Data provisions and data 
utilisations are to be handled using the data mediation architecture platform. This plat-
form is demanding an internal data format – the data language to be spoken internally, 
which is able to describe data from both disciplines. 
 
The following discussion of data formats takes this into account, as no such considera-
tion can be complete, but can recognise a common minimal exchangeable data element 
set. This is the direction in which we have chosen to move. The ROADIDEA minimal set 
contains formats and elements encountered during the execution of WP2 during the data 
source scan and investigation phase. Some of these were selected as particularly suitable 
ROADIDEA data mediation (‘middleware’) purposes. 
 
The basis of the choices made is considered in the next section, reviewing key examples 
of the broader field as applied to transportation and traffic in particular. 
 
 
  
 

3.1.1 TransXML 
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The TransXML initiative [Ziering et al 2007] was the result of the US Transportation Re-
search Boards' metadata concerns, and was a demonstration pilot on specific domains, 
namely bridges safety. The TRB stated that the objectives of this project were to develop 
broadly accepted public domain XML schemas for exchange of transportation data, and a 
framework for development, validation, dissemination, and extension of current and fu-
ture schemas. This project focused on four key business areas that have been identified 
as the initial focus for AASHTOWare XML migration:  

1) Survey/Roadway Design,  
2) Transportation Construction/Materials,  
3) Highway Bridge Structures, and  
4) Transportation Safety.  

Ultimately TransXML will encompass a broader set of schemas for all crucial transporta-
tion business areas including ITS. XML Schemes were developed within each of these 
areas, along with sample applications to demonstrate how the schema can be used.  
NCHRP 20-64 concluded in September, 2006.  The project team has recommended that 
US DOT take over as a permanent steward for the TransXML effort. 
 
Adoption of XML will provide a valuable foundation for data exchange among transporta-
tion applications. Equally important, by providing a common vocabulary and information 
structure for transportation agency activities and assets, TransXML can accelerate the 
development of new generations of applications that satisfy the increasingly-demanding 
requirements of transportation agencies. 
 
The products of this project were a family of XML schemas for transportation applica-
tions, along with a recommended institutional structure and process for implementing 
and sustaining its use. The effectiveness of this institutional structure, and the extent to 
which the process brings about the necessary level of participation by agencies, vendors, 
and technical specialists, are crucial to achieving the benefits sought through TransXML. 
 
The coverage of the selected areas was adequate to meet the goals of this NCHRP pro-
ject, but covered little or none of the targeted areas of ROADIDEA consideration. The 
most significant findings for ROADIDEA are that: 

1. Its role in interworking with other emergent XML Schema was shown to be valu-
able, and indeed one full schema was adopted into TransXML after such coordi-
nation and review. 

2. The communities involved increasingly need data interchange support, and 
TransXML showed that this was possible. 

3. The need for a steward for such a schema was critical. 
 
By the way, this indicates that the minimal data set proposed with the ROADIDEA report 
D2.2 [ROADIDEA 2008] could also have a similar catalytic role in enhancing data inter-
change - and indeed collection. 
 
The most important finding for ROADIDEA was the key importance of determining a 
steward for such XML schema, this being allocated to AASHTO to determine for the US, 
but this is clearly the European Commissions role to determine for Europe. 
 

3.1.2 Geography Markup Language (GML) 
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GML is a widely accepted XML specification language originated by the Open Geospatial 
Consortium (OGC) used for geospatial applications. After careful review TransXML suc-
cessfully built upon GML, following the principle of integrating and building on well ac-
cepted XML schema and standards where at all possible. There were and are many 
groups building specialised XML schema with their own ontologies and emphasis for their 
own purposes, and interworking and data discovery will be enhanced if these are care-
fully appraised, linked to, and adopted where possible. 
 
GML is not entirely suited for a ROADIDEA format usage although it proved to be a use-
ful building block for TransXML. At one end of the spectrum of coverage, GML V3.1.1 the 
OpenGIS Sensor Model language Encoding Standard (SensorML) is pertinent to many of 
web enablement of any weather or other sensors used, were that level of detail to be 
appropriate form part of the minimum data set. The OpenGIS range of schema does in-
deed provide a useful foundation, but the careful choice of the ROADIDEA minimal data 
set needs to avoid both over detailed and overspecified levels of details, so SensorML is 
inappropriate. 
 
The OpenGIS Sensor Observation Service (SOS) provides an API to manage sensors in 
the field, and to retrieve sensor data, be they in-situ or dynamic sensors. The weather 
integration into ROADIDEA minimum set does not seek to go to the level of unverified 
weather etc sensor data, but the GML family of XML Schema clearly offers complemen-
tary levels of schemas and specifications to the level at which the ROADIDEA format is 
targeted. 
 
It is however only one of the OpenGIS family of XML schemas, and indicates why 
TransXML chose it a useful foundation. 
 
Similarly, ROADIDEA is equally concerned as TransXML to avoid duplication or overriding 
existing work on schemas, and the RAODIDEA format is therefore defined at a working 
level identified as relevant for the mixed weather and ITS issues with which ROADIDEA 
is primarily concerned. 
 
Within the ROADIDEA XML schema Geography Markup Language is used to define the 
position of a measurement. 
 

3.1.3 Weather data 
 
There are a number of initiatives in this area, but few have addressed the integrated 
domain that has been the focus of ROADIDEA. Examples include the US Clarus1Initiative. 
This is a joint effort of the United States Department of Transportation Intelligent Trans-
portation Systems Joint Program Office and the FHWA Road Weather Management Pro-
gram. The Clarus initiative is a six-year effort to develop and demonstrate an integrated 
surface transportation weather observation data management system. One of the meta-
data outcomes of Clarus is the NTICP 1204 Observation Types Data Dictionary2, which 
included the ‘measured coefficient of friction’ and the ‘vehicle odometer reading’ as well 

                                            
1 http://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/weather/resources/publications/fhwa/evolclarusams07.pdf 
2 
http://www.clarusinitiative.org/documents/Metadata%20Task%20Force/Metadata%20Task%20F
orce%20Data%20Dictionary%20-%20NTCIP%201204%20Observation%20Types.pdf 
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as many weather specifications. While a useful specification for its purpose, it is far from 
a format suggestion in ROADIDEA terms, although the specific inclusion of surface fric-
tion is well worth highlighting. 
 
Another key conclusion of this collaborative program is embedded in a series of summa-
ries of US DoT and Weather bodies working together in the area as the Comet collabora-
tion 3, where the conclusion was drawn that  RWIS (Road Weather Information Systems) 
needed to make this data open and widely available4. 
 
Once again the coherent pattern of ROADIDEA Ideas emerges in the FreeData Idea, 
which recurs here as a central element. 
 
Also the need to integrate weather and traffic data into (traffic simulation) models, the 
next stage after ROADIDEA emerged from the FHWA program [Zhang et al, 2005]. Some 
attention is now given in the next Section (3.1.4) to the requirements that emerge at the 
modelling stage once a minimal data set is widely accepted. 
 
US investigations into joint weather and road traffic issues [Petty and Mahoney, 2007] 
concluded  (inter alia): 

1. Meteorological experts should take an active role in this area, and 
2. A Weather Data Translator should be developed and tested. 

 
Again the direction identified in the ROADIDEA process appear to be timely and the in-
clusion of weather in a common data format is ready and timely for exploitation. 

3.1.4 GTF 
 
The specifications for transport, traffic, weather and ITS are not simply data elements. 
They also can include elements of modelling structures that are used in each of these 
domains. As most models have their own ontologies, and these can differ substantially 
between one another, any effort to include this level of specification in a ROADIDEA data 
format is discouraged by the experience of previous EU projects, such as the one that 
created GTF for transport modelling elements, which concluded that a closed form 
schema would be needed, undermining the extensible attributes of XML Schema that 
make so useful for data interchanges [Neilson, 2006]. The eConference details and for-
mal specifications are at http://gtf.mkm.de/. 
 
The series of EU projects which contributed to the formation and evaluation of GFT 
(SPOTLIGHTS, ATOM in particular) was aimed at interchange between transport model 
data structures (and thus concepts). At the physical mapping level (e.g. nodes, links and 
traffic units) this was workable, the problems stared as the more complex intermodal 
data transfer required 'data' that embodied very different concepts, and as the schema 
was developed this in the end resulted in what was effectively a closed 'extensible' 
schema. 
 
GTF was therefore set at a level inappropriate for the ROADIDEA format consideration. 
 

                                            
3 http://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/weather/resources/publications/fhwa/cometrptsummary.pdf 
4 http://www.itsdeployment.its.dot.gov/ResultsStateNational.asp?ID=1166 
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3.1.5 ITS Message Standards 
 
Given the importance of communications in a large fraction of the ROADIDEA ideas, 
standards for messaging might have been considered for inclusion. These would then 
have included the ISO141819 (parts 1, 2, 3) standard addressing short messages (TMC), 
or the emergent and less limited TPEG standard still under active definition. The SAE 
Standard J2354, for example, is the message set (data elements) for Advanced Traveller 
Information Systems: ATIS formed part of the Ideas set in ROADIDEA, and this standard 
included standard format messages for weather, guidance etc. Australian consideration 
of this bridge between messages and data was catered for the 2004 ITS data Registry 
(ANZIDAR), designed to fit in with the international trend towards ITS Data Frameworks 
already cited in the US example. It is a universal issue in this field. 
 
But once again these are not the data items themselves, but the carriers of sensor mes-
sages or communications. This category was therefore not pursued for inclusion. 

3.1.6 ITS Standards 
 
Archive Data Users Standards5 for ITS has been an active concern of many parties A TRB 
group (ADUS) has helped catalyse and form the ATM Standard for describing the mainly 
traffic elements of ASTM E2259-03. These specify the services required to handle data 
elements, storage and verification, but not the actual data elements per se. The issues of 
data standards are not new to ROADIDEA, they have been a major area of detailed at-
tention in ITS internationally and nationally. One of the largest programs has been that 
of RITA (Research and Innovative Technology Administration of the US DoT)) where the 
ITS Data registry was comprehensively reviewed6 in 2003. 
  
The target objectives of the ITS DR were unexceptionable and appropriate, and not dis-
similar to the ROADIDEA consideration: 

1. uniformity of ITS data concepts from one standard to another, 
2. reuse of previously developed data concepts when new standards are developed, 
3. harmonization or resolution of differences among standards in the way they de-

fine data concepts, and 
4. convenient access to all of the data concepts defined in the many ITS standards 

 
However the 2600 data concepts listed in the first stage of the slow progress of the ITS 
DR only found 127 requiring harmonisation (of which only 49 had been by the date of 
the review). The conclusion of the review is remarkably pertinent to ROADIDEA's emer-
gent conclusions of the need for a minimal data set (see [ROADIDEA 2008]): 
"Considering the various objectives and potential benefits of an ITS DR, the committee 
concludes that the principal benefit of the ITS DR lies in the concept of harmonizing data 
elements by resolving inconsistencies and conflicts among alternative views on how data 
should be structured in ITS applications". 
 
In ROADIDEA terms this experience strongly suggest that seeking agreement on a set of 
minimal essential data items and their specification would be the most productive way of 
encapsulating and exploiting this aspect of the work of ROADIDEA, and could well be-
come a significant aspect of the outcomes for conducting this project. 
                                            
5 http://www.standards.its.dot.gov/Documents/advisories/ADUS_Advisory.htm 
6 http://onlinepubs.trb.org/Onlinepubs/reports/its_june_2003.pdf 
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3.1.7 Summary 
 
The analysis of available formats therefore concluded with a decision to create a tailor-
made data format with special respect to the ROADIDEA project needs. This means, it 
was decided to create a ROADIDEA data format, which is designed to describe both traf-
fic and weather data in only one format, which fits best to be applied for the mediation 
architecture. The desired format had to be 

• As slim as possible, 
• Intuitive and easily understandable, 
• Easy to handle, 
•  Free of overhead and 
• Extensible. 

 
The ROADIDEA data format, described in chapter 3.2, complies with the listed necessary 
conditions. Some of the mentioned formats are included into the ROADIDEA format 
partly. 
 

 3.2 The ROADIDEA data format  
 
Based on the data described in chapter 2, the ROADIDEA data format has been created 
as an XML schema. The Figure 9 provides a graphical representation of the ROADIDEA 
data model. 
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Figure 9: ROADIDEA data model 

 

Each set of <observations> contains administrative metadata, which are held in the 
<header> element and the measurement data which are included in the element <ob-
servation>. The <header> element can be used only ones where the <observation> 
element can be used several times, like illustrated in the Figure 10. 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
 
<ROADIDEA:observations  

xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.ROADIDEA.eu/schema ROADIDEA.xsd" 
      xmlns:dcterms="http://purl.org/dc/terms/"  
 xmlns:gml="http://www.opengis.net/gml"  
 xmlns:ROADIDEA="http://www.ROADIDEA.eu/schema"  
      xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
      xmlns:dwGML="http://www.weather.gov/forecasts/xml/OGC_services"> 
 
 <!-- administrative metadata --> 
 <ROADIDEA:header> 
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  <ROADIDEA:projectPartner> 
   <ROADIDEA:contactPerson>...</ROADIDEA:contactPerson> 
  </ROADIDEA:projectPartner> 
  <ROADIDEA:dataOwner> 
   <ROADIDEA:address>...</ROADIDEA:address> 
   <ROADIDEA:contactPerson>...</ROADIDEA:contactPerson> 
  </ROADIDEA:dataOwner>   
  <ROADIDEA:dataDescription>...</ROADIDEA:dataDescription> 
 </ROADIDEA:header> 
 
 <!-- measurement data --> 
 <ROADIDEA:observation id="0"> 
  <ROADIDEA:timeStamp>...</ROADIDEA:timeStamp> 
  <ROADIDEA:position>...</ROADIDEA:position> 
  <ROADIDEA:data>...</ROADIDEA:data> 
 </ROADIDEA:observation> 
 
 <ROADIDEA:observation id="1"> 
  <ROADIDEA:timeStamp>...</ROADIDEA:timeStamp> 
  <ROADIDEA:position>...</ROADIDEA:position> 
  <ROADIDEA:data>...</ROADIDEA:data> 
 </ROADIDEA:observation> 
 
 <!-- more observation elements allowed --> 
 
</ROADIDEA:observations> 

Figure 10: ROADIDEA XML schema - abstract 

 

Administrative metadata provides information about the project partner and data owner, 
for example address and contact information. But they also include information about the 
data itself, for example a dataset title, description or format.  

Each observation is identified by a unique observationID, a timestamp and a position. 
These values give the time and position when the measurement was made. 
The ROADIDEA format provides three different ways to define a timestamp. The time-
stamp value can either be a single time, a start and an end time or a time and duration 
time. Where as the position can be a single position or a start and an end position. 

Furthermore the <observation> element represents one of the data types which 
are shown in the Table 15. The table includes the main sub elements of each data type. 
Some of these elements are divided into further sub elements which are not included 
here. 
  
 
data types sub elements 

airport weather data taf, metar 

floating car data vehicleID, degree, event, speed, typeOfVehicle, weather 

friction data waterLayer, iceLayer, friction, observationID, routeID, 
snowLayer, surfaceTemerature, status, warning, distance, 
lensContamination, dscMessage, gpsMessage, roadStatus 

mobile phone data cellID 

road weather data airPressure, airTemperature, dewpointTemperature, rela-
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tiveHumidity, precipitation, visibility, windDirection, wind-
Gust, windSpeed, image, warning, roadConditionType, sur-
faceTemperature, sunAboveHorizontalLevel, daylight, fric-
tion, waterStorage, snowStorage, iceStorage, status 

slippery road data backgroundData, eventData 

traffic monitoring data detector, trafficFlow, speed, occupancy, numbersOfVehi-
cles, headway, congestion 

weather data airPressure, airTemperature, dewpointTemperature, image, 
relativeHumidity, precipitation, station, visibility, windDirec-
tion, windGust, windSpeed, warning 

Table 15: ROADIDEA data types 

The ROADIDEA data format will use the namespace http://www.ROADIDEA.eu/schema. 
The full documentation of the ROADIDEA data format can be found at 
http://www.ROADIDEA.eu/schema/documentation. 

In order to define the ROADIDEA data format, the following existing XML schemas were 
included:  

 Digital Weather Geography Markup Language (dwGML) 
namespace: http://www.weather.gov/forecasts/xml/OGC_services   

 Dublin Core (DC) 
namespace: http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/  
namespace: http://purl.org/dc/terms/  

 Geography Markup Language (GML) 
namespace: http://www.opengis.net/gml  

The ROADIDEA schema uses a subset of the Digital Weather Geography Markup Lan-
guage to describe some of the weather elements. The Dublin Core metadata elements 
are used for some of the administrative metadata and the Geography Markup Language 
is used to define the position. The Digital Weather Geography Markup Language uses 
further elements from the Geography Markup Language which are not described here. 

The Table 16 shows the metadata elements which are linked to the above mentioned 
schemas. 
 
Schema metadata elements 

Dublin Core title, description, identifier, coverage, rights, 
format 

Digital Weather Geography Markup 
Language 

airTemperature, dewpointTemperature, rela-
tiveHumidity, windDirection, windGust, wind-
Speed 

Geography Markup Language pos 
Table 16: Overview of the used metadata element from other XML schemas 

 
The following two XML examples shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12 belong to the data 
for the Gothenburg pilot. Figure 11 shows the traffic observation data which are ex-
plained in the chapter 2.1.1 and Figure 12 shows the road weather data which are de-
scribed in chapter 2.1.2.  
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<ROADIDEA:observations  
  xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.ROADIDEA.eu/schema ROADIDEA.xsd" 
  xmlns:dcterms="http://purl.org/dc/terms/" 
  xmlns:gml="http://www.opengis.net/gml" 
  xmlns:ROADIDEA="http://www.ROADIDEA.eu/schema" 
  xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"> 

 
  <ROADIDEA:header> 
    <ROADIDEA:projectPartner companyName="CAR"> 
      <ROADIDEA:contactPerson> 
        <ROADIDEA:firstName>Pär</ROADIDEA:firstName> 
   <ROADIDEA:lastName>Ekström</ROADIDEA:lastName> 
 </ROADIDEA:contactPerson> 
    </ROADIDEA:projectPartner>   
    <ROADIDEA:dataDescription> 
      <dcterms:title> 

   Traffic observation example data for the Gothenburg pilot 
      </dcterms:title>     
    </ROADIDEA:dataDescription> 
   </ROADIDEA:header> 
 
   <ROADIDEA:observation id="0"> 
     <ROADIDEA:timeStamp> 
  <ROADIDEA:dateTime>2007-11-01T00:00:15</ROADIDEA:dateTime> 
 </ROADIDEA:timeStamp> 
 <ROADIDEA:position> 
  <gml:pos>57.452942 11.592796</gml:pos> 
 </ROADIDEA:position> 
 <ROADIDEA:data> 
   <ROADIDEA:trafficMonitoringData> 
     <ROADIDEA:detector> 
       <ROADIDEA:id type="stationID">4007</ROADIDEA:id>  
  <ROADIDEA:id type="siteID">4007</ROADIDEA:id> 
       <ROADIDEA:id type="detectorID">971</ROADIDEA:id> 
  <ROADIDEA:id type="laneID">1</ROADIDEA:id>    
  <ROADIDEA:type>Niechoj Radar</ROADIDEA:type> 
  <ROADIDEA:location> 
    <ROADIDEA:name>E6, Söder Bäckebolsmotet</ROADIDEA:name> 
    <ROADIDEA:code>10366</ROADIDEA:code> 
  </ROADIDEA:location> 
  <ROADIDEA:direction> 
    <ROADIDEA:name>Mot Göteborg</ROADIDEA:name> 
    <ROADIDEA:code>1</ROADIDEA:code> 
  </ROADIDEA:direction> 
     </ROADIDEA:detector> 
     <ROADIDEA:trafficFlow>60</ROADIDEA:trafficFlow> 
     <ROADIDEA:speed>102</ROADIDEA:speed> 
     <ROADIDEA:occupancy>0.38</ROADIDEA:occupancy>   
     <ROADIDEA:numbersOfVehicles>1</ROADIDEA:numbersOfVehicles> 
     <ROADIDEA:headway>26</ROADIDEA:headway>     
   </ROADIDEA:trafficMonitoringData> 
 </ROADIDEA:data> 
   </ROADIDEA:observation> 
  
   <ROADIDEA:observation id="1">...</ROADIDEA:observation> 
   <ROADIDEA:observation id="n">...</ROADIDEA:observation> 
 
</ROADIDEA:observations> 
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Figure 11: ROADIDEA XML example: traffic monitoring data   

 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<ROADIDEA:observations  
  xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.ROADIDEA.eu/schema ROADIDEA.xsd" 
  xmlns:dcterms="http://purl.org/dc/terms/" 
  xmlns:gml="http://www.opengis.net/gml" 
  xmlns:ROADIDEA="http://www.ROADIDEA.eu/schema" 
  xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
  xmlns:dwGML="http://www.weather.gov/forecasts/xml/OGC_services"> 
 
  <ROADIDEA:header> 
    <ROADIDEA:projectPartner companyName="KLIM"> 
      <ROADIDEA:contactPerson> 
        <ROADIDEA:firstName>Jörgen</ROADIDEA:firstName> 
   <ROADIDEA:lastName>Bogren</ROADIDEA:lastName> 
 </ROADIDEA:contactPerson> 
    </ROADIDEA:projectPartner>   
    <ROADIDEA:dataDescription> 
      <dcterms:title> 
        Road weather example data for the Gothenburg pilot 
      </dcterms:title>     
    </ROADIDEA:dataDescription> 
   </ROADIDEA:header> 
 
   <ROADIDEA:observation id="0"> 

<ROADIDEA:timeStamp> 
   <ROADIDEA:dateTime>2008-01-06T10:00:00</ROADIDEA:dateTime> 
 </ROADIDEA:timeStamp> 
 <ROADIDEA:position> 
   <gml:pos>59.152057 18.100885</gml:pos> 
 </ROADIDEA:position> 
 <ROADIDEA:data> 
   <ROADIDEA:roadWeatherData systemName="VVis"> 
     <ROADIDEA:station> 
       <ROADIDEA:id>3894478</ROADIDEA:id> 
  <ROADIDEA:location> 
    <ROADIDEA:name>Älta</ROADIDEA:name> 
    <ROADIDEA:number>216</ROADIDEA:number>     
  </ROADIDEA:location>      
     </ROADIDEA:station>         
     <ROADIDEA:airTemperature> 
       <dwGML:temperature uom="degree Celsius">0.0 
            </dwGML:temperature> 
     </ROADIDEA:airTemperature>     
     <ROADIDEA:dewpointTemperature> 
       <dwGML:dewpointTemperature uom="degree Celsius">-1.7 
            </dwGML:dewpointTemperature> 
     </ROADIDEA:dewpointTemperature>     
     <ROADIDEA:relativeHumidity> 
       <dwGML:relativeHumidity uom="percent">94.40 
            </dwGML:relativeHumidity> 
     </ROADIDEA:relativeHumidity> 
     <ROADIDEA:precipitation> 
        <ROADIDEA:precipitationAmount timeInterval="10" 
               timeUnit="minute">1.00</ROADIDEA:precipitationAmount> 
        <ROADIDEA:precipitationAmount timeInterval="30" 

         timeUnit="minute">4.00</ROADIDEA:precipitationAmount> 
        <ROADIDEA:precipitationType timeInterval="10" 
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               timeUnit="minute">4</ROADIDEA:precipitationType> 
        <ROADIDEA:precipitationType timeInterval="30" 
               timeUnit="minute">4</ROADIDEA:precipitationType> 
        <ROADIDEA:precipitationIntensity timeInterval="10" 
               timeUnit="minute">396</ROADIDEA:precipitationIntensity> 
        <ROADIDEA:precipitationIntensity timeInterval="30" 
               timeUnit="minute">1681</ROADIDEA:precipitationIntensity> 
        <ROADIDEA:precipitationSize timeInterval="10" 
               timeUnit="minute">8</ROADIDEA:precipitationSize> 
         <ROADIDEA:precipitationSize timeInterval="30"  
               timeUnit="minute">9</ROADIDEA:precipitationSize> 
    </ROADIDEA:precipitation>       
    <ROADIDEA:visibility>0.0</ROADIDEA:visibility>    
    <ROADIDEA:windDirection timeInterval="10" timeUnit="minute"> 
      <dwGML:windDirection uom="degree">124.00 
           </dwGML:windDirection> 
    </ROADIDEA:windDirection> 
    <ROADIDEA:windSpeed timeInterval="10" timeUnit="minute"> 
      <dwGML:windSpeed uom="m/s">2.30</dwGML:windSpeed> 
    </ROADIDEA:windSpeed>     
    <ROADIDEA:windSpeed type="max" timeInterval="3" 
           timeUnit="minute"> 
      <dwGML:windSpeed uom="m/s">6.60</dwGML:windSpeed> 
    </ROADIDEA:windSpeed>     
    <ROADIDEA:windSpeed type="max" timeInterval="10" 
           timeUnit="minute"> 
           <dwGML:windSpeed uom="m/s">0.00</dwGML:windSpeed> 
    </ROADIDEA:windSpeed>  
    <ROADIDEA:windSpeed type="avg" timeInterval="3" 
           timeUnit="minute"> 
      <dwGML:windSpeed uom="m/s">3.00</dwGML:windSpeed> 
    </ROADIDEA:windSpeed>   
    <ROADIDEA:surfaceTemperature unit="degree Celsius">-1.70 
         </ROADIDEA:surfaceTemperature> 
      </ROADIDEA:roadWeatherData> 
    </ROADIDEA:data> 
  </ROADIDEA:observation> 
 
  <ROADIDEA:observation id="1">...</ROADIDEA:observation> 
  <ROADIDEA:observation id="n">...</ROADIDEA:observation> 
  
</ROADIDEA:observations> 

Figure 12: ROADIDEA XML example: road weather data 
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4. Conclusions 
 
With the ROADIDEA XML format the major prerequisite for the data mediation architec-
ture is given. ROADIDEA pilots and ideas were analysed concerning their data needs in 
the report [ROADIDEA 2008a]. The focus of the present report was on the analysis of 
the formats of the data implemented in the project pilots. Based on this data format 
analysis a XML-based data format has been designed, with which all applied data sets 
can be described and mediated. Furthermore, the format is designed to describe most of 
the mentioned data sets for the project ideas as well. Table 17 gives an overview of the 
ROADIDEA pilots and ideas, its data needs and the consideration with the ROADIDEA 
XML format.  
 

 Name Needed data ROADIDEA-XML cov-
ered 

P
ilo

t 

Pulp Friction Online and historical 
Road weather Data  

Gothenburg Various road traffic 
counting   
Road weather  

 
Airport weather  

 
Port  Ship schedules and 

port logistics  x 
Port traffic counts 

 
Fog Satellite data 

 
In-Situ observations 

 

Id
ea

 

Cross Border Weather 
Alerts 

Weather alerts, road 
weather alerts and 
observations  

Mobile Phones as Sen-
sors 

Cell phone tracking 
 

MyRoute Mobile Pocket 
Guide 

Road traffic observa-
tions  
Weather (Current & 
forecasted)  

MyTravel Toilet TomTom Facilities and points 
of interest x 

In-Vehicle Information Can bus vehicle data 
 

Road traffic counting 
 

Road weather 
 

Airport weather  
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EUROADMAP Road/Grid weather  
 

Airport weather  
 

EYEAR Friction data/ 
CAN bus data  
Vehicle positions 

 
Traffic Forecast Models Road traffic statistics 

 
Road weather 

 
FREEDATA General 

 
RTFM Acceptance, usabil-

ity, economics x 
StayHome Road transport ser-

vice data  
Table 17 

The format was not designed to describe logistic and infrastructural data as well as 
acceptance, usability and economic information (red crosses in Table 17). Those data 
and information could not be considered during the data source analysis. For instance, 
infrastructural data for road networks (POI: points of interests) is commercially available 
(e.g. NavTech, TeleAtlas).  

 
However, the ROADIDEA xml schema has not to be considered as ‘carved in stone’. The 
main advantage of creating a tailor-made XML solution for the ROADIDEA data purpose 
is the possibility to adapt the format easily to new data sets and constraints. The XML 
schema has been technically designed using the software Altova XMLSpy Professional, 
which enables schema adaptations, corrections and enhancements without great efforts.  
 
A main objective of task 2.4 was to create a ROADIDEA XML format as slim as possible. 
Unnecessary format and architecture overhead could be eliminated. That might get great 
relevance when using this format within the data mediation architecture, for instance to 
answer data availability requests from service providers rapidly or transferring data to 
mobile user devices.  
 

But nevertheless, the described format must not be considered as a new standard for 
combined weather and traffic data. It only answers the ROADIDEA problem definition in 
terms of data. Thus, the format has to be considered as proprietary, too.  
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